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Q: Chaining promises for
multiple db calls and returning a
single object Using promises
and async db calls, I need to
return an object with a list of
results from multiple db calls.
I'm getting the below error You
have a syntax error in your SQL
statement. const getUser =
(userId) => new
Promise((resolve, reject) => {
User.findById(userId, (err, user)
=> { if (err) return reject(err)
resolve(user) }) }) const
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getUserProfile = (userId) =>
new Promise((resolve, reject)
=> { User.findOne({id: userId},
(err, user) => { if (err) return
reject(err) resolve(user.profile)
}) }) const getUserLike =
(userId) => new
Promise((resolve, reject) => {
User.findOne({id: userId}, (err,
user) => { if (err) return
reject(err) resolve(user.likes) })
}) const findUser = (userId) =>
{ return
Promise.all([getUser(userId),
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getUserProfile(userId),
getUserLike(userId)]) } The
code doesn't seem right though
as it's meant to execute the
findUser function after all the
promises have returned. A: You
need to use Promise.all instead
of Promise.all. Promise.all(...)
Promise.all(promisesArray)
returns a single Promise that
resolves when all of the
promises in the array have
resolved or when the earliest
promise in the array rejects.
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You can read more about
Promise.all in MDN. Also you
have to use await in front of
all.then functions in order to
wait for them. Your code would
become: const findUser = async
(userId) => { const user = await
User.findOne({ id: userId });
const userProfile = await
2d92ce491b
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